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Modern stone preservation and restoration-r
The first of two articles, this describes

the chief causes of stone deterioration
and the most effective methods of
cleaning.

HE public appeal issued recently for
funds to restore the stonework of many
of the Oxford colleges and other Univer-

sity buildings perhaps makes this a good moment
to consider how natural stone can best be main-
tained and restored, and to outline some of the
reasons for its decay. Even in an age when so

many new and ingenious synthetic building
materials are appearing on the market, it is

possibly superfluous to remind architects and
builders of the immensely durable qualities of
most natural stone, or to issue a detailed apologia
for the failure of Oxford's masonry to resist the
ravages over rfo years or more of time and

weather, but certain factors need emphasizing.

The public appeal declared that the dilapida-
tion was due to many causes; among them it
listed : .{ NEBULOUS SPRAY AND A \vIRE BRUSH ARE QUITE SUFFICIENT FOR CLEANING

THIS soor-STAINED srATuARy oN LoNDoN's gnLTrc ExcHANGE.'the softness of the stone used when many of the
buildings were erectedl

'the lack of scientific knowledge, until recent
times, about the best means of preserving stone-

work;
'the general aging of the fabric, accelerated by
the virtual cessation of all normal care and

maintenance work during the war and the
immediately ensuing years.'

To this one may add that Oxford's medieval

masonry is still in fine condition; it is only the
stonework erected later, in the rTth and r8th
centuries, which is causing trouble. Indeed, it is

generally true that whereas some stone buildings
suffer nothing more than a pleasing mellowing
with the passing of the centurieq others show

signs of decay and erosion in a comparatively
short period. In the past, such questions as

whether masons used a stone well 6tted for its
purpose, whether they used it correctly (e.g.,

the need for it to lie on its natural bed), were

often a matter of chance. Nowadays we know
better. Science can aid the architect and

builder to select the stonl most suited to their
purpose. Microscopic examination, measure-

ment ofpore space, crystaliization tests, etc., are

all of value in deciding what is best. The expert
advice of the stone industry is also available on

questions of handling and constructional detail
desirable for the stone's preservation.

Most forms of deterioration are brought about

either directly or indirectly by water. The action
of rain itself can be damaging, though it affects

some kinds of building stone and not others.

It does no harm, for example, to sandstones

bonded with silica, but limestones and sand-

stones bonded with carbonate of lime are to a

slight extent soluble in water, and rain can over a
long period cause a gradual removal of the

surface. This is only likely to be serious on

certain exposed features, and protective measures

can often be incorporated in the construction.
Except for granite, most stones are in varying

degrees porous. This means that soluble salts can

be carried in moisture from one part of the

stone's:interior to another, and the effect of
alternate crystallizing and dissolving-or possibly

expansion caused by absorption of moisture from
the atmosphere-can disturb the stone's struc-
ture and lead to powdering and disintegration.

The susceptibility ol stones to injury from salt

action also varies considerably and even one bed
in a quarry will sometimes be less resistant than
another. The salts can originate from within the
stone itself or more frequently from some

outside source such as brickwork backing to the
masonry, from the soil through the lack of or a

defect in the damp-course, from the employment
of the wrong jointing materials (lime mortar is

believed to be less damaging than cement).
Diagnosis of the trouble may also be aided by the
knowledge that the salts from one kind of stone
may, in rather rare instances, have a deleterious
effect on another kind used in juxtaposition-
washings from limestone, for example, can

sometimes damage a sandstone. Caution is

therefore advised when using different types of
stone in the same building.

Excessive absorption of water can lead to
damage when there is a hard frost. Its expansiorr

when frozen can cause cracks and even the
surface to break away. Here again it is only in
certain exposed portions of a building that
moisture absorption is likely to be sufficiently
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i Power Stations in
The Highlands hydro-electric scheme makes s

F11-.lHE rnany arlranlrge\ ol nallrrrl strrnc in

| ,onr,''r,ting inrlLr'trial huildings have in
L re((nl 1ear. bccn rrll rrnrlerrloo,l bv thc

North ol S.,,tiun,l H1,lr,,-l-le. rrir B.ar,l. Set rrp

by Parliament in r943 to dcvelop the watcr
power resources of the Highlands, tlre Boar<l is

responsible for electricity supply throughout
three-quarters of Scotlancl, and they now possess

2 r power stations built or faced with stone,

9 large stone-built switching stations, an<l about
rzo stone-built houses for their staff. Other
substantial stone builclings are being pianned.

The Board state that three factors in particular
have influenced their choice: a stone building is

a more enduring asset than one of brick or
concrete, or other synthetic substitutes; future
maintenance costs will be less. The appearance

is more attractive because stone mellows with
age whereas concrete exposed to the rigours of
the Highland climate becomes unsightly. Money
is spent locally in developing one of the North's
natural resources instead ol being sent south for
bricks or other materials.

The Board's first large stone-built power
station was erected at Kirkwall in the Orkney
Islands. Some r,6oo tons of blue whinstone

THE LUICHART POWFR STATION IS BUT].T OF TARR
ON A S'TEEL FRAME.

great for frost to be a serious risk. If the
stonework is protected, no injury is likely, and
in the English climate damage from frost is rare
except in retaining walls or unprotected parapets,
copings, etc. Many British stones are virtually
frost resistant, though laboratory tests can
determine its effect on any particular variety.

At Oxford the chief cause of stone decay has

been the poll':tion of the atmosphere. Lime-
stones in particular will react with the sulphur
dioxide in the air to form a skin of calcium
sulphate on the stone's surface or just beneath it.
In this case it is only the protected and unexposed
parts of the masonry which are likely to suffer.
The skin collects soot and dirt and in the end

completely seals the stone which as a result will
tend to disintegrate and eventually lorm blisters.

Lastly, mention should be made of a ferv
organic causes of damage: that brought about by
plants such as ivy, for instance, or by ferns and
wallflowers which seed themselves in cracks and
open joints, and even by tree roots. It is

doubtful if lichens do much damage in themselves,
but they tend to hold moisture. Moss is likewise
harmless though its presence indicates that the
stonework is excessively damp and the reason

should be looked for. Bird droppings, parti-
cularly from pigeons and sparrows, can be a

source of soluble eroding salts. Stonework
sometimes suffers from pecking by birds seeking

grit. Some scientists have suggested that certain
bacteria cause stone to decay, but this is very
much an open question, and it is unlikely that
they play more than a very minor part.

The blunt enumeration of the injuries to
which any material is heir can have as depressing

and alarmist an effect as the perusal of a medical
dictionary by a layman. The rest of this article,
and the one which will follow it, will be devoted

to methods ofpreservation, restoration and, best

of all, prevention.

be very beneficial. Soluble salts, calcium sulphate
skins and soot can in this way be easily removed

_ belore they get a grip. A classic example of
where this procedure is adopted is the Gold-
smiths Hall in London, which is washed down
twice a year with the result that after a century in
a heavily polluted area it still looks clean and

fresh. This may be an extreme counsel of
perfection, but washing with water is the basis

ofall modern accepted methods ofstone cleaning.
The addition of caustic soda, or any strong
alkali or acid cleansing agent, may reduce the
time taken and thus labour costs, but it is always
to be frowned upon. Such chemicals can form
salts on the surface which will rapidly cause

damage.

Fresh water and vigorous brushing and

scrubbing is a sufficient treatment for most
buildings. Some deposits will, though, resist
this method and scrubbing can injure delicate
carving. A fine spray of water played on the
surface for anything from a half to two hours
will, however, usually soften the toughest
deposits to such an extent that they can be

removed easily with a paint-brush.
In all methods three different types o[ brushes

are employed-steel-wire, bronze-wire, or
'Dandy' fibre dependant on the type of stone.
The steel-wire brush gives the best result and the
damage it can cause is sometimes exaggerated.

Abrasives such as Derbyshire grit stone, snake

stone and, in extreme cases, carborundum are
also on occasion found useful.

In general it is true to say that limestones clean
more easily than sandstones, but with both very
satisfactory, and indeed pleasing, results can be

obtained. A trial on an inconspicuous part of
the building is usually a sensible precaution.

AJurther anicle will deol uith the preservation ond

rcstor at ion oJ stonew ork.
Periodic washing with hoses, particularly of

the unexposed parts of limestone buildings, can photogrophs by courtesy oJ Szerelmey Limiteil.
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did use of local materials

LE STONF

were used. Tlris mcant a slving of L6oo

compared with the c ost of alternativc materials,

plus a saving of !z,ooo on structural steel which
woulcl have beern requirecl in a brir,k or concrete
building.

The next important buildings to be erected

were in the valley of the River Conon in
Ross-shire where the harnessing of the water
power in an area of I99 square miles has involved
the construction of five power stations, all built
of local stone. The first to be completed (r95o)
was the Grudie Bridge station, a concrete
structure r37 lt. long, clad with pink stone

built in squared snecked rubble from Tarradale

quarry near Muir of Ord, a stone which is used

extensively in the district. The Luichart power
station on the bank of the River Conon was

completed two years later. This is a steel-framed

building with a frontage of r58 ft. made of solid
Tarradale stone which has been left bare on the
interior walls. The station was put up in six

months at a cost which compares favourably

with a brick or concrete structure.
Another power statjon forms an integral part

of the dam across the River Conon at Torr
Achilty. The high turbine hall (roo ft. long and

5o ft. high) occupies a concrete shell with an

exterior cavity wall ofhoney-coloured stone from
Tain in Eastern Ross. This station is the control
centre for the whole valley and a two-storey
block of offices with the control room is built as

part of the structure. With a well-laid out
garden, the installation makes a most impressive

sight in its setting of pine clad hiils. Next to
come into production was a small power station

HONEY-COLOT]RED STONE FROM TAIN IVAS USED FOR THE PO\l\/ERSTATION
BUILDINCS ON THE DAM AT TORR ACHILTY.

at Achanalt, a Iittle to the west of Grudie Bridge.

Here use has been made of local mica schist to
cover the walls of reinforced concrete, so that
the building appears to grow from the cliffs
bordering the river.

The Mossford power station, which has just
been commissioned, has also been built of Tain
stone. In view of its prominent position adjoining
the road and railway and the beauty of the country
at the head of Loch Luichart, the architects
recommended that the stonework show off the
mason's cralt to the best advantage. The dressings

are therefore in polished stone prepared on

site and the in-filling is a squared snecked rubble
of very pleasing proportions. The turbine hall
(s5 ft. by 38 ft.) accommodates two vertical
Francis turbo-alternators, each of r 2,ooo

kilowatts, and is lit by five'full-length windows in
the downstream wall. The auxiliary equipment,
switchgear, and operation room are housed in a

single-storey annexe which is finished in stone in
the same manner. An unusual feature of the

turbine hall is that the 2 ft. 6 in.-thick walls are

solid masonry and present the same finish on the
inside as on the outside. The intemal colums
supporting the crane rail have also been clad

with masonry. The effect of the .exposed stone-
work is most pleasing and it is anticipated that
the saving in maintenance and internal decoration
will be substantial.

Six of the houses built for the workers
employed at the Mossford station are also in
Tarradale stone, and this ias been used in z8

single-storeyed houses situated on a tree-topped
knoll overlooking the valley's lower reaches. At
Contin village, near Strathpeffer, there is a new
hamlet of stone-built houses which is a joint
scheme by the Hydro-Electric Board, the Fores-

try Commission, and the Ross and Cromarty
County Council.

The appearance of these power stations and

other buildings, which each year will be seen

by thousands of tourists, is by itself a recom-
mendation for the use of natural stone. The
quality of the workmanship demonstrates the
high standards of the Scottish mason's art.

STONEWORK OT LUTCHANT,S TURBINI I{ALL HAS THE BARE CRANDELIR OF A CATHEDRAL.
Stone display at Olympia
vISIToRs to this year's Building Exhibition
at Olympia (November r3-27) will be able

to inspect a comprehensive range of samples

of British stones. The stand is being

organized by the London Association of
Master Stonemasons, in conjunction with
the British Stone Federation. It has been

designed to incorporate as many different
types of stone as possible, and will focus

attention on natural stone as being the
Number One building material. Technical
experts will be in attendance to answer

questions and advise on every aspect of its
use. Some foreign marbles and granites

will also be on view.
The exhtbit wtll be Jound on the Grand Ha||
ga|Lery (Stand numbers 562-4.)
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Hard York Stone
souRcE Hipperholme, near Halifax.

cEot.ocy Fine-grained, sl ightly micaceous sand-

stone. Coal measures: Upper Carboniferous.

coLouR Light brown,

cHARAcrERIsrIcs Durable, reliable, non-slippery
surface. Unrivalled for steps and landings.

AVATLABTLTTY To suit demand.

PHysrcAL pRopERTrEs Composition: Silica
gj.83o/o, Alumina or Oxide of Iron r.t7o/o,
Lime r.ooo/o.

Density: r6o lb. per cubic foot.
Crushing strength: 2,2oo tons per cubic foot,
Absorption: l.oz.o/o.

wHERE usED Among well-known buildings
where 'Silex' Hard York stone has been used are:
Admiralty Buildings; Royal College of Science,

South Kensington; Eros Mernorial, Piccadilly;
Imperial War Graves Memorials at Chatham,

Portsmouth, Plymouth, Runnymede, Tower
Hill; St. John's College, etc., Cambridge;
Bristol University; Guildford Cathedral ; Midland,
National Provincial, and Barclays Banks through-
out the country.

ADVISORY SERVICE

The British Stone Federation
has made a close study of all the problems
relating to the use of stone, and has
set up an advisory panel which gives
architects and others free advice
and help on stone matters,
lnquiries should be addressed to
the Secretary
The British Stone Federation
70 Victoria Street S.W.l,

CONSTRUCTION NOTES

Fixing Stone Slab Facings

SLAB FAcINGs oF NATURAL st:oNn are fre-
quently used for the clothing or cladding of a

reinforced-concrete structure. It is the usual

practice for the walls of such monolithic
structures to be erected first, after which the

facing slabs are

placed in position

as a later opera-

tion. It is prefer-
able, though, to
arrange for a sys-

tem of anchorage

before the first
stage is begun, so

that indents and

projections for the

attachment of the
facing slabs may be

formed in the con-
crete. This is best

done by consulta-

tion between the

structural engineer

and masonry con-

tractor, the latter
supplying a full layout of the slabs showing the
position of beds and joints and of the metal ties.

The thickness of the slabs will depend very
largely upon the type of stone being used. To
counteract the absorption of moisture by the
stone, the minimum suggested thickness is 4 in,,
with granite facing slabs it can be reduced to r ln.

The slabs should be pressed against pats of
mortar, placed at regular intervals at the back of
each slab. A space or cavity should always be

allowed between the wall surface and the back of
the facing slab, to permit circulation ofair. This
calls for special treatment around window and

door openings and also where the slabs terminate

at the top of a wall. At these points it is neces-
sary to provide an efficient means of sealing the
cavity off, so as to prevent rainwater from
entering. Specially designed metal castings can

be used for this purpose; alternatively sheet lead

and copper can be dressed to the required shape

and suitably flashed. But in each case an efficient
drip should be provided in order to assist in
throwing the rainwater clear of the exposed
surface of the facing slabs.

The sealing of the cavity at the top ofthe wall
can be assisted by the inclusion of a crowning
member in the architectural design. This can be

in the form of a cornice or coping, but again an

efficient drip should be iormed to assist in
preventing the rainwater running down and

disfiguring the face of the stonework.
The sketches illustrate gpical construction of

granite slab facings at these two vital points.

ODD CHIPPINGS

A glossary of terms for stone building has been

issued by the British Standards Institution. It is

arranged in three sections: (r) Geological terms
(with sub-sections on rock names applying to
building stone, mineral names, general, and

rniscellaneous terms).; (r) Quarrying tetms;
(3) Masonry terms (tools, labour and finishes,

handling equipment, fixing devices, architectural
and engineering terms relating specifically to the
description of stonework),

*:**
Stone that once formed. part of the fabric of
London's historic Bow Church, blitzed during

the war, is still being used to good advantage.

It has been incorporated in a new recreation hall

at Ilford Isolation Hospital.

GEOLOGICAL GARDEN

An unusual open-air museim has recently been

inaugurated in the grounds of Kirkstall Abbey,
near Leeds. On a sloping piece ofground, over-
looked by a terrace, a map of England, Scotland

and Wales has been cut in the soil, a concrete
path forming the coastline. Specimens of various

types of rock are embedded in the map to show
where they are to be found.

Carefully cleaned examples of granite,
limestone, sandstone, etc., are also exhibited so

that their strata can be studied; labels list
well-known buildings in which each stone has

been used. A spectacuiar exhibit is a slab of
layered red sandstone from Birkenhead bearing

the footprints of a giant toadlike creature
which trod on it r8o million years ago.
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